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The Size of a Mesoscale Model Domain
Sander Tijm, KNMI

One of the main reasons for the use of mesoscale
models in weather forecasting is the ability of these
models to represent severe convection and its associated weather. The correct representation of the
convection, its organization and associated
phenomena that are large enough to be represented by the current mesoscale models are important
for a successful forecast, and the model must be
enabled to represent all these features of the
convection. For this, the models have to meet
certain requirements, else one cannot expect the
model to behave as one would wish. In the article
below I will describe what these requirements are
and what happens when these requirements are or
are not met.

The HARMONIE/AROME Mesoscale
Model
The HARMONIE (HIRLAM ALADIN Research on
Mesoscale Operational NWP In Euromed) model environment is a system that encompasses (amongst
others) the AROME model and a script environment
that enables the easy running of the model of choice.
The KNMI setup of HARMONIE/AROME (hereafter
HARMONIE) is run on a Lambert grid of 800x800
points. The model has 60 vertical levels and a resolution of 2.5km with a time step of 60 seconds. The
model is currently driven by hourly boundaries from
the HIRLAM regional model and uses 3D-Var for dataassimilation, but in the near future the model will be
driven by ECMWF at the boundaries. Every three
hours a 48-hour forecast is made with this system.
The first implementation of the KNMI HARMONIE
setup was a small domain version of 300x300 points.
Some of the early results were very promising, e.g. the
mesoscale flows due to water-land transitions and the
initiation of convection due to small hills or specific
surface transitions were captured very well. However,
the more dynamic convective cases, with strong
forcing due to frontal systems and organization due to
this stronger forcing, were not very well captured and
often off by 3 hours or more. Also the organization of
the convection in lines or with bow segments was not
materializing in the model, or was developing too

late. It is these cases which bring the most severe
weather in the form of high lightning frequency,
strong wind gusts and intense precipitation on average 3 to 5 times per Summer season in the
Netherlands.

Important Convective Cases
One of the cases that was not represented very well
by the initial KNMI implementation of HARMONIE is
the Vethuizen case of 14 July 2010. The convection
on this day was accompanied by such severe wind
gusts that blew caravans into a lake (with two fatalities) and a power line was blown down in the vicinity of Vethuizen. Further to the southwest there was
a lot of damage to greenhouses and trees near the
village of Neerkant. It was one of the most severe
convective cases in recent years in the Netherlands
and therefore very important to forecast properly
with the new mesoscale model that was tested at
that time.
In the case of 14 July 2010 the convection developed early in the morning over the west of France,
where the first showers are visible in the radar
images from 04 UTC. This is way outside the model
domain that KNMI was using at that time, where the
boundaries were situated over the north of France.
The first showers developed on a line parallel to the
flow and ahead of a cold front over the west of
France. During the morning the showers become
more active and around 12 UTC several bands with
bow segments were present over the north of
France. This was still 4 hours before the severe
convection with extreme wind gusts hit the southeast of the Netherlands. So 4 hours before the most
severe phenomena are observed the convection
already was relatively well organized, and all of this
takes place outside of the model domain of the
KNMI HARMONIE implementation. That this case
was not very well captured by this model therefore
is no surprise.
At the time, the behaviour of the KNMI HARMONIE
setup raised quite a few eyebrows, as the model did
not seem capable of producing the most important
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 Figure 1
3D representation of HARMONIE for 14 July 2012 on the small domain with cloud water/cloud ice coloured
with the equivalent potential wet bulb temperature, together with the height of the 20°C level. Thanks to Michal Koutek, KNMI.

events for the Netherlands in a satisfying manner.
Luckily we were able to also study the results from
the French AROME setup, which has a model
domain completely covering France and a large part
of the Netherlands. In this model version the
convection and associated severe weather did
develop and passed very close to the Netherlands
with wind gusts up to 135 km/hr. This already
pointed in the direction of the model domain being
too small to really benefit of the abilities that
mesoscale models have compared to the regional
models operational at that time.
As organization of convection takes some time to
develop, it is not very strange that the situation
above is not very well captured by the model. The
formation of squall lines usually does not take too
long, but the transition of a squall line into bow
segments takes longer, often 3 to 6 hours after the
28 The European Forecaster

initial formation of the first convective cells, in this
case more than 10 hours after the initial convection.
As well as being the biggest strength of a mesoscale
model, the resolution of convection is also therefore one of the weaknesses. Convection always has
to build up from scratch from the boundaries of the
model, as the host model (in this case HIRLAM)
does not resolve convection but parameterizes the
impact of the convection on the model grid. This
means that the whole dynamical structure of the
convection cannot come into the mesoscale model
at the boundaries.
When the convection is already present in the real
atmosphere at the position of the mesoscale model
boundaries, the modelled convection will often lag
the developments in reality. Also, if the convection
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already has some organization in the real
atmosphere, this organization often brings
its own dynamics into the convective system
and may result in a quicker advance of the
convection than one would expect based on
the large-scale conditions. Combined this will
result in convection that does not organize in
the model as in reality and that can lag the
real convection, sometimes by more than 3
hours.
We have already seen from a few convective
cases in the past summer of 2012 that the
choice for the large model domain has been
a good one. The first of these cases was 18
June 2012 (see figure 3), when a convective
system passed over the southeast of the
Netherlands in the early morning. The
currently operational applications for severe
convection failed to forecast this as an event
where the warning threshold of 500 lightning
strikes per 5 minutes in an area of 50x50km
could be passed. HARMONIE gave a very
good indication for the severe convection
and also the qualitative characteristics of the
convective system (a bow echo) were very
well captured. The model lagged the real
development by approximately 1 hour, but
based on this forecast warnings for severe
convection could be issued.
Three days later HARMONIE again gave very
good guidance on the developments and
characteristics of the convection. On this day
thunderstorms developed over the north of
France, which organized into a line over
Belgium and dissipated over the Netherlands
(see figure 4). The current operational applications forecast severe convection over the
southern half of the Netherlands with significant chances of exceeding the threshold for a
severe weather warning for intense lightning.
HARMONIE forecast the strongest convection
over Belgium and a decreasing intensity of
convection, and lightning, over the
Netherlands, as happened in reality.

 Figure 2
Precipitation for 14 July 2012, 17 UTC for the HARMONIE
run with a 300x300 grid (up), radar observations
(middle) and the HARMONIE run with 500x500 grid
(down).
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 Figure 3: Observed (left) and forecast (right) precipitation intensity for 18 June 2012, 06 UTC

 Figure 4: Observed (left) and forecast (right) precipitation for 21 June 2012, 18 UTC.

Conclusion
The most important lesson from our experiences is
that the model will never be able to describe the very
strong and dynamically forced convection in an
appropriate way if the convection is already present
in reality when it passes the boundaries of the model
domain. Therefore you have to choose the model
domain in such a way that the convection that is of
interest to your service/area/country has the chance
to develop and organize inside the model domain.
This is not only the case for deterministic models, but
of course also for the mesoscale ensembles that are
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currently being developed inside Europe. For the
Netherlands (a very small country) this means that to
be able to describe the most important convective
cases well, the model boundary has to lie over
central France, or further to the south.
Therefore KNMI has chosen to use a quite large
mesoscale model domain of 800x800 points at a
resolution of 2.5km. This means that the boundaries of the model lie more than 800km away from
the borders of the Netherlands, giving the convection enough time to develop outside of the
Netherlands.

